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Adventure Awaits in our Facebook 
group “The King’s Harvest”

- The Barnes Family

In a normal lifetime, it is natural that everyone will encounter physical crises. 
Sometimes a crisis has a short-term effect and ends in complete resolution. Often, 
however, a crisis be it global or personal leaves lingering emotional, physical, or 
financial strains. This has been true here in our area as well as among you, our friends 
and family in the states. 

Not one person is immune to a crisis. How are we to respond? The believer’s 
response to a crisis begins with God! The One who created us and redeemed us also 
sustains us throughout life - including times of crisis.  Look no further than Psalm 91. 
Opportunities for ministry also follow believers in the wake of crises if we have our 
eyes open to see where the Lord is working.

While the rest of the world along with Mexico continues to experience times of crisis, 
we are truly amazed at what the Lord is doing among the simple churches here in 
SLP. For example, through our faithful partners, we have been able to deliver more 
than 34 emergency food bags to unengaged people in remote areas of San Luis 
Potosí. 

Out of which two new simple churches have been started.  We were able to suggest 
that the main group of twenty women be split into two smaller groups. As well as 
meet with both groups in one afternoon, since we are traveling an hour by car one 
day a week to meet with them. 

The next challenge for us and what we model for the simple churches is twofold: learning to rest in Christ during crises and 
ministering to each other’s needs through crises in the name of Christ. We want to personally thank you for partnering with 
us despite the ever-growing challenges that change daily. 

“Great is Thy faithfulness!” “Great is Thy faithfulness!” Morning by morning new mercies I see;
All I have needed Thy hand hath provided, Great is Thy faithfulness, Lord, unto me!”

Hymn Great Is They Faithfulness based on Lamentations 3:22-23

June 2020Dear friends & family,


